
clinical course, the MRC will hopefully max-
imize accrual and eventually provide some
valuable answers.

Sia and colleagues referred to the poten-
tial role of endorectal magnetic resonance
imaging in guiding and planning salvage radio-
therapy. Another imaging modality is the
ProstaScint (Cytogen Corporation) capromab
pendetide scan.7 More promising would be the
fusion or coregistration of ProstaScint with
another imaging modality such as CT.8,9

Ongoing studies with newer imaging tech-
niques will assist radiation oncologist with
making decisions about and fine-tuning sal-
vage radiotherapy for the patient with bio-
chemical relapse after radical prostatectomy.

The recommendations by GUROC, with
acceptance and participation from urologists,
should clarify the role of salvage radiother-
apy after radical prostatectomy.
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I n this issue of CUAJ, the Genito-Urinary Radiation Oncologists of
Canada (GUROC) group addresses several very important issues relat-
ing to salvage radiotherapy following biochemical relapse after

radical prostatectomy.1 With the published results from the EORTC
(European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer) 229112

and SWOG (Southwest Oncology Group) 8794 (NCIC PR-2)3 studies
and the recent update of the latter trial showing metastasis-free and
overall survival benefit for adjuvant radiotherapy for pT3 disease,4 the
questions relating to salvage radiotherapy deserve more discussion.

A fundamental issue is the attitude of urologists toward the use of
local salvage radiotherapy. There is a wide range of opinions among
practitioners in various countries about whether radiotherapy should
be recommended for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) relapse after rad-
ical prostatectomy, with those in favour ranging from 13% to 91%. A
safe assumption is that the Canadian position is more moderate and
intermediate. The dichotomy in practice pattern stems largely from
the lack of evidence from randomized controlled trials.

The GUROC consensus meeting included a discussion on 2 retro-
spective multi-institutional analyses by Stephenson and colleagues5,6

that revealed some surprising results. The 6-year progression-free prob-
ability was 32% for all participants, and even the most unfavourable
group (those with a Gleason score of 8–10, negative margins or a serum
PSA level doubling time of < 10 mo, i.e., those with a high probabili-
ty of distant metastatic disease) had a 1 in 5 chance of achieving sus-
tained progression-free response provided the local salvage radiother-
apy was delivered when the serum PSA level  was less than 2.0 µg/L.
Remarkably, when such patients were treated when the serum PSA level
was less than 0.5 µg/L, 41% were disease-free at 6 years. These find-
ings have led to the very reasonable recommendation by the GUROC
for much earlier referral for salvage radiation consideration, even for
patients with high-risk features. Another potential consequence of
earlier radiotherapy may be obviation or deferral of androgen abla-
tion (demonstrated in the SWOG 8794, NCIC PR-2 adjuvant radiother-
apy trial3,4), with the inherent benefits of avoiding hormonal therapy.

Although multivariable analysis from the retrospective multicentre
study suggested a benefit for neoadjuvant androgen ablation6 the role
of adjunctive hormonal therapy with salvage radiotherapy remains unset-
tled. The upcoming MRC (Medical Research Council) (NCIC PR-13)
study hopes to answer some of the questions, including the timing
and duration of hormonal therapy. The trial design appears somewhat
complicated and imposing at first glance, but is in fact very logical
and straightforward, and by providing an opportunity for most radical
prostatectomy patients to participate at some point in the variable
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